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NETLIPSE
Moving Ahead

Thoughts from the NETLIPSE Chairman
The year is coming to an end and I would like to take a
moment to reflect on the achievements of this year and
also to look ahead at the future of NETLIPSE. That is why it
is my pleasure to present to you the 8th NETLIPSE magazine
covering the latest NETLIPSE developments, interesting
knowledge from the members within our network and
prospects for next year.

Last September, the ninth NETLIPSE Network Meeting took place in Vienna, Austria. 38
delegates from 11 different countries attended the Meeting. Many interesting presentations
and discussions took place on projects in Austria, Sweden, Malta, Italy and the Netherlands.
After a lively debate on the benefits of private or public financing of projects, a site visit
took place at the impressive new Vienna Main Railway station project, culminating in a
visit to the new information centre and 40 metre high Bahnorama - offering a beautiful
view of the project as well as Vienna. In this issue, a personal reflection on this event is
given by Tony Francis (UK Department for Transport).

As a follow up to our discussions at the Network Meeting the UK Department for Trans-
port offered NETLIPSE members a Seminar on Business Cases of Large Infrastructure
Projects and a site visit to the London Crossrail Project. On the 27th of October 14
delegates visited the Department for Transport in London. During the morning pro-
gramme interesting presentations were given on the Basic Principles of Economics, Project
Business cases and Economic Appraisal, and the West Coast Main Line. In the afternoon
the delegates visited the construction site of one of the stations of the London Crossrail
Project at Canary Wharf. The event was initiated by the Special Interest Group Business__ 2
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Cases and Project Finance. I look forward to similar
events to be organised by our other Special Interest
Groups and I kindly invite you to become a member of
one of our SIGs.

The dissemination of NETLIPSE results and knowledge
is an ongoing activity of our members. A great example
is the presentation of Eddy Westerveld at a symposium
of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
on the complexity perspective applied in large infra-
structure projects. Another good example is the research
workshop organised by Les Squires, Brane Semolic and
Pau Lian Staal-Ong at the IPMA World Conference on
October 31, 2010. The NETLIPSE network was used
as an example during the workshop. I am delighted
that IPMA and NETLIPSE have decided to connect and
share their research efforts.

The NETLIPSE network is widely dispersed across
Europe as it is, but we are still looking for formal com-
mitment from Member States at the level of Ministries
and State Departments. Since the issue of our last
Magazine in May we are pleased to welcome two new
Member State Partners to the network: Austria and
Portugal. The NETLIPSE network now has 13 Member
States and we are dedicated to formally expanding the
network to our initial goal of 15 Member States by the
end of this year.
Another important NETLIPSE goal is the development
of the IPAT (Infrastructure Project Assessment Tool).
We delivered the first pilot IPAT Assessment on the

Fehmarnbelt in May 2010. On the 19th of October the
2nd pilot of the IPAT was carried out on the railway
project Koper-Ljubljana in Slovenia. The project con-
sists of a new railway line between Koper and Divaca
and the upgrading of the line Divaca to Ljubljana. A
team of assessors visited the Ministry of Transport to
interview the client, the project director and the project
manager. The assessment was a very interesting experi-
ence and gives us a great opportunity to make the latest
improvements to the IPAT and the Manual, and meet
the European Union requirements.

Currently we are very busy making plans for the future
of NETLIPSE. Our next Magazine will be published in
May 2011. We are also very excited to announce the
location of the next Network Meeting. Our partner, the
Swedish Transport Administration, has been so kind to
cooperate with us in organising our tenth Network
Meeting for the NETLIPSE Network. The Network
Meeting will take place in Stockholm, on May 26 and
27th 2011. More details will be published on our
website shortly. In the meantime I would like to invite
you to share and discuss knowledge on the management
of Large Infrastructure Projects at our website and
within the Special Interest Groups. We recently started
discussion groups on LinkedIn in order stimulate inter-
action between NETLIPSE members. On these pages
you can join active discussions.

I look forward to meeting you in Stockholm! And if
you would like to take the opportunity to present your
project and its challenges at that meeting, please let us
know. You can contact the Executive Team via
www.netlipse.eu. _

It took place on 27/28 September in the Hotel Favorita,
adjacent to a major building site- more of that in just a
moment. But that was not all. No such thing as a back
seat! I was also persuaded to act as chairman for part
of the occasion (I hope the audience survived!) and
somehow participated in a debate on the “pros and
cons” of the public and private sector leading on major
project financial investment. I spoke in support of the

public sector leading with funding (with all the demo-
cratic accountability and access to capital funding at
favourable rates of interest), whilst my colleague Stuart
Baker suggested that the private sector was best placed
to know what the customer wanted and where to spend
money. The occasion ended inconclusively in a vote
with no overall winner. Maybe there is a place for both.

"We're very pleased to welcome
Austria and Portugal as

new Member State partners"
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Tony Francis,

project sponsor

Department for Transport

NWM Vienna
Personal Refections on a Network Meeting
I thought for once that I might have been excused any official duty at
a Network Meeting. But I was wrong! Pau Lian Staal kindly asked me
to record some of my reflections on the most recent meeting, this
time held in Vienna.



Writing all these thoughts a few weeks after the event meant that I had to return to
the programme to remind myself of the diversity of presentations and the variety of infor-
mation on projects throughout Europe that was made available. Do go and look through
the actual presentations. They are all on the NETLIPSE website (www.netlipse.eu).
Navigate to the Network Meetings corner. You will find all the detail there!

Vienna
So why Vienna? The venue was located very near a very large hole in the ground. A
viewing tower allowed visitors to look down at the hole. This will be the location of the
new Vienna Main station. Through the good offices of Sigi Herzog, Project Co-ordinator
and Heinz Gschnitzer, Project Director, the meeting’s participants were able to, not only
understand what the scheme was all about, but see first-hand where it was all happening.
This major piece of work brought together two main line stations into a single focal point,
but was also linked to a significant regeneration of the surrounding area, along with
superb interchange with local transport networks. This was just the sort of project that
NETLIPSE had been created to assist and learn from. And given the complexities of
maintaining existing rail, light rail and associated bus services as well as access to the
local community, this was indeed fascinating.

With the end of the Cold War, Vienna had become a pivotal point in the transport
networks of Europe. It had become the crossing points of TEN Corridor 17 (Paris -
Bratislava), TEN Corridor 23 (Gdansk - Venice/Koper) and TEN 23 (Athens -
Nuremburg/Dresden). It was vital that traffic could easily pass through and interchange
at Vienna, but as the title of Sigi’s and Heinz’s talk (“More than just a Station”) suggested,
it was about creating a whole new community along with enormous economic benefits.

Active Project Management for Success
There is one thing about Network Meetings and that is the amount of information gleaned
over such a wide range of activities all relevant to project delivery. We heard from Eva
Nordberg on the €400m E18 road project in Sweden (between Hjulsta and Kista). It con-
centrated on “active project management for success” embracing all key issues such as cost
control and a mutual understanding between the client and project management teams to
develop improved working practices. The “door was open” for all involved to promote
new and alternative solutions to the challenges in achieving “on time” completion and a
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Walking around the construction site of the new

Vienna Main Station project

The Bahnorama, the new Information Centre

Sigi Herzog, Project Director, gives a tour

of the Bahnorama

Traffic on the E18 Overview of the E18 Road Project in Sweden
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The TINA Network in Malta

task which was below budget.

Small is also important
I have always advocated the fact that the experiences
of building large projects are relevant to smaller scale
works and vice versa. This proved the case when
Architect and Civil Engineer Kylie Ann Borg-Marks
from Malta was invited to explain the work in up-
grading the island’s road system, including the separa-
tion of utilities from the road itself (thus saving many
a road closure when access is needed) , the provision
of new footpaths and facilities for public transport.
This, coupled with a separate project to modernise the
bus system, should help transform travel arrangements
around Malta and give a further economic boost.

DBFM
Finance and co-operation seemed to be the subliminal
issues running through much of this network meeting
as the gathering listened to Adrie Franken describe the
€1.5bn A15 highway project in the Netherlands. This
provided improved access to the port of Rotterdam, as
well as constructing a new bridge across a waterway
(Botlek bridge), all under a Design, Build, Finance and
Manage contract (DBFM). Tasks were carefully as-
signed between the Project Organisation (covering such
matters as reference design, political & stakeholder
commitment, traffic management and incident manage-
ment) and the Consortium, which dealt with detailed
design, building, finance and maintenance. DBFM had
been adopted as the Dutch government decided that it
wanted to stimulate private sector finance and felt that
a DBFM arrangement would give better overall per-
formance throughout the life of the highway.

Airports
These are so vital for the life style adopted in both the
developed and developing world and yet create much

controversy. Those pursuing the management and
development of Malpensa Airport in northern Italy
were no exception. Francesco Raschi and Massimo
Corradi gave a detailed explanation on the task to
recover from the loss of business after Alitalia ceased
to use the location as a “hub” for the transfer of traffic
(as part of the airline’s rationalisation work to secure
long term viability) and go for growth. Designing for
new airport facilities was complex but achievable
although dealing with elements of the community
who did not share such a vision was proving a little
interesting! But the vision and plans for Malpensa,
located in Lombardy, the richest Italian region, were
designed to match the aspirations of the catchment
area.

And keeping in with the neighbours!
So much had been heard, at previous Network Meetings,
about various setbacks with the Noord/Zuidlijn
(North/South) Line in Amsterdam, that it was really
great to know that some significantly positive attempts
had been made to present the project in a positive light.
Alex Sheerazi explained turning negative messages into
positive stories was the approach being adopted under
the banner “core values & themes are guiding commu-
nications”. Presenting stories with titles such as
“Sensitivity – constructing with attention for the neigh-
bours”, “Realism – a great and difficult challenge” and
“Enchantment – the magic of the construction sites” were
turning around negative attitudes of many residents, both
directly and indirectly affected by the ongoing works.

And finally NETLIPSE itself!
In addition to having had these detailed briefings, both
Marcel Hertogh, Programme Director for NETLIPSE
and Stuart Baker from the UK, updated the meeting
on latest developments including new members joining
and the refining of the IPAT product. IPAT really is
the culmination of the NETLPSE studies, as it brings
together a method of giving an accurate health check
on any project at all stages, from its inception through
to completion and commissioning. One hopes it is now
adopted on a wide scale.

All presentations as well as photographs of the
Network Meeting can be downloaded via
www.netlipse.eu/network/network-meetings. _
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In addition to this already complex endeavour a new
spatial condition had to be taken into account: archae-
ology. Apart from interesting new historical knowledge,
also new managerial methods were developed to deal
with the complexity of combining building and archae-
ology. It has been during the construction of the Be-

tuwe-railway that this condition was first dealt with
in a professional management context. In this project
a whole set of management tools for archaeology in
building projects was developed. Depending on the
point of view archaeology has been considered a risk
in projects.

Utilize the past
Value-based archaeological management
By B.Goudswaard, S. van Roode, J. Bos

The construction of the Betuwe-railway has been a highly complex infra-
structural project. The cargo-railway, running from east to west through the
Netherlands, took years of careful planning, solving legal disputes and
environmental issues, and high-end engineering (fig. 1).

We should follow

the Spanish writer

Louis Aragon who wrote:

“I have made up the past

to create the future”

B.Goudswaard

Figure 1

the Betuweroute railway

in the Netherlands:

A zipper from West to East



figure 2

The archaeological workflow

Now however, more than a decade later, a new challenge
has appeared. The question is no longer how; managing
archaeology in an infrastructural project is still complex,
but the process has been largely standardized. The new
question is: for whom are we doing this and what is
to be done with the results? In other words what is the
direct added value for the spatial project or society. Do
we see the results of the invested archaeological money
in the new spatial design or the environment? Is the
investment only knowledge based or should it also be
utilized for others than archaeologists?
If so it will have great consequences for the goals of the
project and henceforth the applied management instru-
ments.

Archaeology as a new condition in infrastructure
projects (oh boy: another one!)
To ensure archaeology is an integrated part of spatial
and infrastructural developments such as infrastructure
and housing, the Netherlands have appointed the
Spatial Planning Act as the medium for safeguarding
heritage (2007). Archaeology is regarded to be balanced
against other conditions. As such, archaeology is now
incorporated in local legislation as well by means of
municipal physical plans. As a result of this arrangement,
every developer is now obliged to take archaeology into
account in the earliest phases of a foreseen project. In
order to integrate archaeological research effectively
into the building process, a management method has
been developed. The goal of this method is to integrate
archaeology fully and, at the same time, ensure that this
is done in a cost-effective and efficient manner. Archae-
ological research is often regarded as a impeding factor,
consuming unnecessary time and resources. If managed
properly however, it is very well possible to implement
archaeology efficiently and even have the project itself
benefit from the results.

The management of archaeology is carried out in defin-
ing the various interdependent stages of archaeological
research and integrating these effectively into the plan-
ning of the entire project. Of extreme importance are
fixed decisive moments at the end of every stage. Figure
2 shows the different stages.

Usually, the first stage consists of an archaeological risk
analysis. Based on desk research, the chances and risks
of encountering archaeological remains are identified
and translated into budgetary consequences and plan-
ning schedules. By drawing an archaeological risk
analysis, the scope of the entire condition archaeology
becomes visible at the onset of a development or infra-
structural project. Desk research mainly consists of
applying the outcome of predictive modeling and
researching old maps, plans and results of comparable
research. The next phase consists of testing the results
of the desk research in the field by coring, comple-
mented by sample trenching. When the presence of
archaeological remains has been attested, the most
important decision has to be made in concordance with
the local government: what is to be done with it? The
developer could now take consolidation measures or
bear the costs for research needed in order to preserve
the archaeological remains in situ or ex situ. This is
where a new challenge introduces itself: now that the
process is managed, the costs calculated and the time
allotted beforehand, how does a developer benefit from
all these resources invested in archaeology more than a
permit to build?

Whose heritage?
In the Netherlands, the responsibility for heritage man-
agement has been designated a task for the municipal
government. As a consequence, archaeology has entered
the realm of democracy. This may be seen as the most
significant change in the profession of archaeology.
Since the first interest in the human past arose, the study
of this past has largely been the territory of professionals
in their field. Based on expert judgment, decisions were
made as to the significance of sites and finds. Now, with
archaeology being just one of the many factors in spatial
planning, these decisions have to be made by a larger
public. The main question at hand is: who decides what
is important? Obviously, science itself is one of the
factors. Universities and academics should therefore
definitely have a contribution to the answer. But in
addition,other stakeholders should also be able to
define their own goals in how to use and implement the
discovered history. They pay for it after all. The local
government has a say in the matter as they are ulti-
mately responsible for heritage management. And what
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to think of a fourth group, the everyday users of a
development? For example, what do the many travelers
on a certain railway trajectory see, learn or experience
of all these investments in the past?

Reverse Archeology: a management method that starts
with the results
‘Importance’ is always relative to a certain point of
view. What may be important for archaeologists, carries
no meaning for developers of infrastructure or architect
and designers. What is important for one group of users
may be looked upon with disdain by another. What may
be important on a national level, does not necessarily
appeal to local inhabitants. Thus, the amount of impor-
tance attached to any subject is extremely subjective.
In order to construct a reasonably reliable frame to
objectify importance, The Missing Link has developed a
new management method: Reverse Archaeology; smart
archaeology. The aim of this method is to use the past
to create a meaningful future. Reverse Archaeology is
based on an intricate system of according values on

different levels of knowledge and linking these to local
carriers of significance (eg educational-social-economic-
leisure-spatial value). A continuous discussion with
project managers, the local government, the foreseen
end-users and experts on local history is pivotal to the
success of establishing what is important and could
be used to add value to the project. This leads to real
value-based management for all stakeholders; it makes
their projects more beautiful. This is new in the Nether-
lands, but maybe more common in other countries.
The result is a balanced research and utilization agenda,
that carries meaning for academics, developers, architects,
consumers and government alike. By establishing this
agenda at the very beginning of a development or proj-
ect, the research to be carried out will strengthen the
identity of the development, bringing archaeology full-
circle: as an unalienable part of our daily surroundings.
Archaeologists have learned how to write the book of
the past, but not to read it loud.
We should follow the Spanish writer Louis Aragon who
wrote: “I have made up the past to create the future.” _

Project Strategic execution capability is a key to out-
standing corporate performance. SKEMA Business
School and Bond University, School of Sustainable De-
velopment, with the support of the Project Management
Institute, are undertaking research to identify aspects of
delivery capability that are most highly valued and de-
veloped in different industries. The aim of this phase of
the research is to identify the relationship between cor-
porate delivery capability and strategic drivers that are
characteristic of specific industries. To do this Professor
of Project Management, Lynn Crawford
(France/Australia) has asked us to find senior Project
Managers in major organisations to complete an online
questionnaire.

Several senior project managers from the NETLIPSE
network and Special Interest Group Project
Management have been approached to participate.
As a participant in the study, NETLIPSE will receive a
copy of the final report once the study is completed in
early 2011. This final report will present findings
concerning patterns of corporate delivery capability
that are characteristic of particular industries and that
are associated with particular types of outcomes and /
or strategic drivers.

If you have any questions on the research, please con-
tact NETLIPSE Network Manager Pau Lian Staal via
paulian.staal@netlipse.eu _
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RESEARCH INTO DRIVERS OF STRATEGIC CAPABILITY
NETLIPSE participates in international research

Lynn Crawford
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We are working hard on organising interesting events,
discussions and meetings on specific NETLIPSE topics. For
this purpose, the Special Interest Groups (SIGs) have been
initiated. Currently there are four running, fronted by an
Issue Manager and assisted by one or more Secretaries.

On the website www.netlipse.eu all SIGs have dedicated areas where interesting and
relevant documentation and presentations on SIG subjects can be found. In addition, these
groups organise special events for their members, such as workshops at the Network
Meetings. If you are a project sponsor, project manager or researcher in the area of
managing and organising large infrastructure projects, you can register to join a SIG.
Please follow the instructions on the website.
Let us introduce ourselves:

SIG Business Cases & Project Finance

SIG Special Interest Group section introduction

Matt Dillon,

Department for Transport

UK (Issue Manager)

Joost van Blokland,

AT Osborne, NL

(Secretary) SIG Procurement & Contracting

Prof. Konrad Spang,

Kassel University, D

(Issue Manager)

Rob de Jong,

Ministry of Transport,

Public Works and

Watermanagement, NL

(Secretary)

SIG Project Management

Prof. Brane Semolic,

Maribor University, Sl

(Issue Manager)

Sigi Herzog,

Austrian Federal Railways, A

(Secretary)

Paul Brinkman,

AT Osborne, NL

(Secretary)

SIG Stakeholder Communications and Participation

Pau Lian Staal,

AT Osborne, NL

(Issue Manager)

Tony Francis,

Department for Transport

UK (Secretary)

Floris Bakerman,

AT Osborne, NL

(Secretary)



Successfully Balancing
Project and Process
Management
Introduction: the project management challenge
Both in scientific literature and in popular journals much attention is paid to the chal-
lenges related to the realization of large projects. Often emphasis is put on the failure to
realize projects within time and budget. An appealing example is the research of Flyvbjerg
(2007) who indicated that not less than 90% of infrastructure projects faces cost overruns
and benefit forecasts are often wrong by more than 20%. Despite a growing set of tools
aimed at predicting tasks through a work breakdown structure, time through network
planning tools and budget through various cost-estimation techniques, still the perform-
ance of projects is unsatisfying. What could be the cause of these problems?

Literature suggests that the multidimensional occurrence of complexity and uncertainty
is one of the main problematic aspects. Without going too much into detail
(http://www.netlipse.eu/special-interest-groups/current-sigs/project-management for the
full article1)) on the essence of complexity and uncertainty; complexity can be divided into
size and interdependence complexity.
• Size complexity refers to the large number of varied parts in a project. This type of

complexity can be controlled by classic project management tools.
• Interdependence complexity refers to changing interaction between project components;

it causes unpredictability and cannot be quantified. Traditional project management
tools are not sufficient to deal with the ambiguity of interdependence complexity.

Concerning uncertainty; in general, there can be uncertainty on the project objectives or
on the methods to achieve these objectives. Both uncertainty and structural complexity
produce the overall difficultness and messiness of a project.

1) After registering to the Special Interest Group:

Project Management.

Pelle de Wit, MSc.

Consultant in project- and process management,

AT Osborne

Components of project complexity
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However, the various components of complexity seem to
require different management approaches. Several au-
thors suggest alternative approaches focusing at aspects
such as network governance, flexibility and adaptivity to
deal with uncertainty and interdependence complexity.
These types of approaches can be defined as ‘process
management’.
But a one-sided focus on process management does not
seem to be an ideal solution either. Recently a smaller
section of literature underlines that both classic project
management and process management are essential and
should be combined in spatial development projects.
But the interesting question remains: HOW?
The author, Pelle de Wit, has reviewed 32 large infra-
structure and spatial development projects and inter-
viewed their project managers to help answer this
question.

SIG Special Interest Group section project management



Balancing management approaches
What can be concluded on the basis of these interviews?
Project managers indicated that they apply both project
management and process management strategies,
depending on the situation in their projects. Throughout
the whole project, both project-oriented and process-
oriented strategies are required. The relationship between
project and process management is seen as capricious by
a majority of 55% of the respondents. This is by far the
best valued representation of the relationship over time.
A capricious relationship means that the required amounts
of project and process management are continuously
changing. However, in combination with this capricious
relationship, in the long term project managers do expe-
rience an increasing share of project management.
The capricious nature of the relationship is reflected in
the fact that this increasing share of project management
is sometimes interrupted by a temporary renewed atten-
tion for a process-oriented approach. This relationship is
visualized in Figure 1.

Why is the importance of process management decreasing
during the development of a project? Project managers
support the assumption that uncertainty is decreasing as
the project is near completion. This decreased uncertainty
is expected because more information about the project
is available and the certainty about goals and methods to
be used has grown. Process management strategies are
mainly applied in situations when both the uncertainty
in goals and the uncertainty in methods are high. In these
cases cooperation with stakeholders is important to de-
termine a scope of the project which has broad support.
Therefore process management strategies are suitable for
the exploration and planning phase of a project when the

scope is still discussable. During the realisation phase the
uncertainty of goals is often lower, but uncertainty of
methods is still present in a significant number of situa-
tions. In those cases process management strategies can
be applied to determine a method of realisation which
is supported by the stakeholders. Process management
strategies are often applied as response to a lack of
support or as a response to a poor relationship between
stakeholders.

The relationship between project and process management
Pure project management strategies are observed more
often in the realization phase, because then more infor-
mation about goals and methodology of the project is
available. In the current network society stakeholders
often have to cooperate to achieve their goals, which
means social interdependence complexity is high.
Situations without interdependence complexity are
mainly observed within the project organization, where
the project manager still has options to enforce measures
based on hierarchy. This can explain why pure project
management strategies are mainly observed related to
organizational issues. Examples are the establishment
or the change of the organizational structure or composi-
tion of the project organization.

Remarkable elements in the results are the peaks of re-
quired process management (Figure 1). The process
peaks in the chart indicate two different events.
• First, a peak can indicate a decision-making process.

Process management plays an important role in the
phase previous of decision-making, causing a peak in
the share of process management. After the decision is
5made, specific issues are settled and can be trans-

&

__11
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Figure 1: Balancing management approaches
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Definitions of project and process management:
• Project management aims at structured accomplishment of a
definite and demarcated scope and thereby steers om control
of time, money and quality.

• Process management aims at collective enabling of a dynamic
and discussable scope and thereby steers on increasing
support, acceptation and feastibility.

ferred from the process-oriented approach to the proj-
ect management approach. This explains why the
graph shows a valley after the decision has been made.

• A second explanation for the peaks in the graph is the
emergence of unexpected issues. In order to resolve
problems often additional process management is
needed. This could mean that plans need to be ad-
justed or new discussions with stakeholders have to
take place. If the issue is solved, project management
obtains greater prominence and the graph changes
again from a peak to a valley.

The graph represents a clear indication of the importance
of project and process management during spatial devel-
opment projects. What lessons can be drawn from this?
• The capricious graph indicates that project managers

should be able to switch between different approaches
because at one moment a project management strategy
is required, but shortly thereafter a process approach
might be desirable.

• The presence of the various dimensions of complexity
changes during spatial development projects. As a re-
sult, different management skills are required. This
should be taken into account when setting up a project
organization. _

Figure 2: Peaks of required process management
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Joost van Blokland,

SIG Business Cases and Project Finance Secretary

How Real Options
add the Value of Flexibility

to your Business Case
Large investment projects often experience problems when
negative unforeseen conditions occur, such as the decrease
of demand for the product or service. The initial investment
decision for a project is often based on only one scenario.
This approach considers each investment decision as static;
results are not affected by changes occurring during the
different phases of the projects life cycle.

When conditions change, projects may come to a halt or experience long delays. By valuing
the real options of a project beforehand we may be able to mitigate the effects of these
unexpected events. Real options management make it possible to reach project success
under various circumstances. Project managers are able to make use of the flexibility
within the project to adapt the project to the specific actual circumstances. Real options
are the options a project has to adjust the project to the outcome of uncertainties identified
at the start of the project. By valuing these real options the initial investment decision
is taken based on more than one scenario. The management of the project and its real op-
tions therefore becomes dynamic instead of static. Adding possibilities to abandon, defer,
advance, expand, contract, switch or divide a project, i.e. adding flexibility, to a project
faced with uncertainty will make it better equipped to weather the storm of uncertainty.
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What are options?
An option is a predetermined right, but not the obligation,
to buy (call) or sell (put) assets against a predetermined
price (strike price) at a certain moment or during a certain
period. These rights are captured in option contracts.
The option buyer pays a so-called premium to the seller
in return for granting him the right to buy or sell the
asset at that fixed price. The asset is referred to as the
underlying value of the option.

The difference between financial options and real options
The most common options are those on the financial
market; options are often mentioned when people talk of
Wall Street. Options on the financial market are written
on financial assets like stocks, currencies and commodities.
The value of the asset on which the option is written is
referred to as the underlying value of the option. In case
of a real option the underlying value of the option is a
piece of property like a building, a piece of infrastructure
or a plot of land. The type of underlying value deter-
mines whether an option is a financial option or a real
option.

What are real options?
The term real option was introduced in 1977 by Stewart
Myers. He states that the value of a company is deter-
mined by the value of its current real assets which have
market values independent of the firm’s strategy and by
the present value of its possibilities to purchase real as-
sets on possibly favourable terms. Myers calls these pos-
sibilities real options. An example of such a real option is
the possibility for a company to buy the building next to
the current factory building if more production capacity
is needed.
During recent decades the definition of a real option has
broadened. In contradiction to the options formalized in
contracts real options can be part of a project more im-
plicitly. For example the real option to abandon a project
does not necessarily have to be written in a contract but
is part of almost any project. Such an option does not re-
quire an initial investment (option premium) but will cost

money to execute. In fact it could be prohibitively expen-
sive for an authority to pay upfront for the right to termi-
nate a contract.
Real options can have different effects on an investment
project. The most common real options in large invest-
ment projects are:
• exit options: to abandon the project;
• timing options: to defer or advance the project;
• size options: to expand or contract the project;
• flexibility options: to switch the content of the project;
• compound options: to divide the project into different

options.

A real option in real life:
A2 Amsterdam - Utrecht highway
In 2006 the Dutch Minister of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management decided to broaden out the A2,
one of the most important Dutch highways, from a 2x3
to a 2x5 lane highway because of the growing demand
for road traffic. The A2 connects the city of Amsterdam
with the city of Utrecht. The image below shows what
the renewed highway will look like once the project is
finished.

On the right side of the five lanes a service lane is avail-
able. On the left side a quite wide stretch of asphalt with-
out a clearly defined purpose is visible. This stretch of
asphalt gives the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management a real option, i.e. an op-
tion to expand.

Option type option to expand
Uncertainty demand for road traffic
Option premium marginal costs for sixth lane
Strike price change of road signs and

repainting asphalt
Option value saved overhead costs for

sixth lane construction project

The growth of the demand for road traffic is uncertain,
therefore it is uncertain if another lane is ever needed.

1) Myers, S.C. (1977).

Determinants of corporate borrowing.

Journal of financial economics, Vol. 5, pp. 147-175.
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Still the Dutch Ministry decided to invest in the option to
expand during the broadening project. Apparently the
marginal costs of creating the option for a sixth lane now
are much smaller than the costs of constructing a sixth
lane in a separate project in the future.

In what way is the use of real options beneficial to large
Infrastructure projects?
Large infrastructure projects (LIPs) are complex and are
realized during a relatively large time span. These two
aspects create a certain degree of uncertainty. Because
much information on the project’s future is yet unknown,
it is almost naive to make a fixed project plan and busi-
ness case. When circumstances change, it can be wise to
adapt a project to this new situation. In that case real
options can make a difference.

Adding real options to the business case of a LIP, i.e.
adding possibilities to alter the project at a pre-determined
cost, makes it possible to reach good project results
under different circumstances. Options give managers
the possibility to reach good results under other circum-
stances than those described in the initial business case.
In this way options may increase the value of a project.

When deciding whether or not to purchase an option, the
option premium needs to set against the option value and
the strike price, adjusted according to the uncertainty –
or the probability of going ahead.

The value of a real option
Traditionally the value of an investment project is deter-
mined by making use of the net present value method.
According to this method the value of an investment
project can be determined based on the project’s cash
flows and the discount factor. The discount factor is
based on the amount of uncertainty in the project.
A higher degree of uncertainty corresponds to a higher
discount factor and accordingly to a lower project value
(see figure below). The traditional perspective on project
valuation presumes that a greater amount of uncertainty
decreases project value.

If more information on for example the demand for a
certain type of transport becomes available during a pro-
ject the need for the project may change, i.e. the project
goals no longer correspond with the actual situation. If
the course of a project is already fully determined it may
result in a situation in which the project does not fulfil
the demand. Real options are possibilities to alter the
physical outcome of a project. These options are deliber-
ately added to the project in order to maintain possibili-
ties to respond to unforeseen events during the project.
This kind of flexibility is valuable because if more things
become clearer during the course of a project this may
lead to more certainty on the correctness of a chosen
approach.
There are quite a few methods to value real options.
Almost all of them derive from financial theories and
share one important input variable. This variable is the
uncertainty of the underlying value. A greater amount of
uncertainty will, in theory, lead to a larger option value
and a larger premium. If for example the demand for
road traffic is more volatile, chances are big that an
adjustment on the supply side will be more necessary
than if the demand for road traffic can be predicted with
great precision. Being more flexible, i.e. being able to
adjust a project, in a volatile situation is therefore more
valuable.

In practice it is rather hard to determine this uncertainty.
In order to determine the option value of a real option to
for example, buy a piece of land, you should know the
uncertainty of the value of this particular piece of land.
Especially in LIPs, data on the volatility of the underlying
value of the option are not available because of the
uniqueness of the project’s assets and the shortage of
specific historical data on uncertain factors of the project.
A decision tree analysis (possibly combined with Monte
Carlo simulation) is in this case the best alternative
method to determine the real option value.

How to make use of real options in your
Large Infrastructure Project
In almost every investment project, real options can be
created or preserved. These options add value to a
project (although they cost money) because they add
flexibility to the project which makes managing the
project easier. With this flexibility it is possible to pursue
the project goals despite the uncertainty in the project.
When the initial project plan and business case are ready
it is time to consider the real options that can be created
or preserved within the business case. These options can
then be evaluated in different scenarios by decision tree
analysis in order to determine their value. Subsequently
the value adding real options should be documented and
preserved by the project management in order to be able
to effectuate these options in the project’s business case. _
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As a follow up to discussions at the Network Meeting in
Vienna September 2010, the UK Department for Transport
offered NETLIPSE members a Seminar on Business Cases of
Large Infrastructure Projects and a site visit to the London
Crossrail Project. The seminar and site visit took place in
London on the 27th of October 2010.

On the morning of the 27th of October, 14 delegates from 4 different European countries
gathered at the Department for Transport in London. During the morning programme
NETLIPSE members were given three very interesting presentations:
• Introduction to Economics by Emma Hall and Jonathan Saks (Strategic Transport

Analysis and Review, DfT): Economics is a study of how society decides what, how
and for whom to produce. Emma and Jonathan explained the concepts of competitive
markets, supply and demand, and why governments intervene in markets. Furthermore
they shared their thoughts on externalities and public goods, and market power.

• Project Business cases and Economic Appraisal by Tom Worsley and Lorna Torkington
(Rail Network Analysis and Modelling, DfT): Tom and Lorna focused on the appraisal
of costs and benefits of infrastructure projects. They explained that the cost estimation
of railway projects is very project specific. Furthermore the delegates were introduced
to the benefit cost ratio (BCR) of projects which in the UK is applied to prioritize infra-
structure investments.

• The West Coast Main Line by Matt Dillon (National Rail Projects, DfT): Matt intro-
duced the attendees to the business case of the West Coast Main Line that was made
public by the National Audit Office in 2007. Based on the lessons learned in the
morning the delegates identified the costs and benefits of the West Coast Main Line.

In the afternoon the delegates were introduced to the London Crossrail Project by Sarah
Perring and Julia Lloyd (Crossrail Team, DfT). The Crossrail Project is the largest civil en-
gineering project in the UK and the largest single addition to the London transport network
for over 50 years. Crossrail will connect the City, Canary Wharf, the West End and
Heathrow Airport to commuter areas east and west of the capital. It will be a world-class,
affordable railway, with high frequency, convenient and accessible services across the
capital. It will:
• Relieve congestion on many Underground and Rail Lines;
• Provide new connections and new services;
• Bring new modern trains;
• Provide eight new stations in central London.

After the introduction by Sarah and Julia the delegates visited the construction site of one
of the stations of the London Crossrail Project at Canary Wharf. _

SIG Business Cases and
Project Finance Seminar
By Matt Dillon and Joost van Blkoland

Crosslink Construction Site
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Interview with Alex Sheerazi, Manager PR & Communications
and Richard Koenders, Community Liaison Officer Amsterdam
North/South Metro Line Project.

What is the project about?
Going from the North of Amsterdam all the way across town to the South of Amsterdam
in just 15 minutes instead of 43 minutes? The North/South Metro line is going to make it
possible. The much discussed new metro line will carry 200,000 daily travellers quickly,
safely and comfortably right through the centre of Amsterdam each day.

The metro will be a good alternative to the trams and buses that are often overcrowded.
There is no room in the historic city centre for even more trams and buses. The only space
could been found underground. The metro will ensure that Amsterdam becomes more
easily accessible. The metro is also expected to further contribute to Amsterdam’s eco-
nomic position and development.

What have been the communication challenges so far?
At the start of the project in 1997 a referendum was held. There was no basis for the
construction of the new metro line, but as the required voting threshold was not reached,
the construction could go on. During the construction the project had some setbacks;
damages to historic houses and sites above the ground, exceeding budgets and the step
down of an alderman. This all contributed to the breach of trust of the Amsterdam citizens,
and the national Government in The Hague in particular.

Alex Sheerazi

The North South

Metro Line and

its stations

Richard Koenders

Social Media and the North/
South Metro Line project

in Amsterdam
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A new communication strategy was implemented in
2009 to improve the reputation of the project, regain
the trust of the citizens and strengthen the pride and
commitment of the personnel working on the project.
Very important, as the internal and public support for
the project was at risk.

Which communication strategy has been implemented
so far?
To overcome the challenges as described above, several
objectives have been set out. Most importantly is getting
the primary process back in control and constructing
the project without any further major incidents. As far
as communication is concerned the following strategy
has been implemented:

Repositioning and re-imaging the project;
• From inside out to outside in
• From distant builders to a sensitive organisation
• From scientific researchers to experienced crafts men
• From the religion of technical know-how to being fair

about the difficulty of the job and maximal trans-
parency (also about risks!)

• Focusing the communication by core values and
themes

• Long term communication strategy
• Strengthening the communications team

Why have you chosen to implement social media &
web communication?
The effect of traditional media is decreasing. More and
more people are using internet and social media such as
Youtube, Twitter, Flickr. The internet and social media
have become increasingly important to monitor and
manage our reputation. There is more interaction which
results in stronger relations, increase of loyalty and
valuable feedback. All this enlarges the group of ambas-
sadors. Other advantages are the speed and accessibility
of this media.

Could you give an example regarding the implemen-
tation and how this has improved the stakeholder
participation & communication?
First of all the new website www.noordzuidlijn.amster-
dam.nl. In Q1 2009 the North/South Line website had
24.000 hits. In Q2 of 2010 this has increased to more
than 120.000 visitors. This has been accomplished
through a mix of self generating content, facilitated
content and self initiated content by both professionals
as well as amateurs (stakeholders, citizens etc).

Could you share some best practices for other
NETLIPSE Projects throughout Europe?
As the traditional media effectiveness is decreasing
reputation is more and more influenced by internet and
the social media. Therefore it is important to create
(online) communities and enlarge the group of ambas-
sadors. Make sure your information is relevant and
up-to-date. Take care of a permanent information
supply to feed social networks.

More information? Please contact Richard Koenders via
R.Koenders@nzl.amsterdam.nl or go to the following
websites to experience it on your own! www.noord
zuidlijn.amsterdam.nl or Internet www.hierzijnwij.nu _
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TEN-T Priority Projects
The TEN-T has identified 30 Priority Projects (or axes)
which were chosen both according to their European
added-value and their contribution to the sustainable
development of transport. Their completion - planned
for 2020 - will improve the economic efficiency of the
European transport system and provide direct benefits
for European citizens. Of these 30 key projects, 18 are
railway projects, 3 are mixed rail-road projects, 2 are
inland waterway transport projects and one refers to
Motorways of the Sea. This choice reflects a high prior-
ity to more environmentally friendly transport modes,
contributing to the fight against climate change.

The railway axis from Lyon to the Ukrainian border is
the main east-west passage south of the Alps, connect-
ing the Iberian peninsula with the eastern part of
Europe and beyond. The 1,638 km long railway axis is
an important high capacity east-west rail axis crossing
the Alps between Lyon and Turin. It touches upon four
Member States (France, Italy, Slovenia and Hungary),
linking important urban areas. It will also deliver an
important increase in transport capacity, thus allowing
a modal shift from road to rail to be realised in the
sensitive mountainous regions it crosses. (Source:
http://tentea.ec.europa.eu/en/ten-t_projects/30_prior-
ity_projects/)

The Koper – Ljubljana railway project
The Koper-Ljubljana railway project is to be constructed
starting June 2011. The project consists of a new rail-
way line between Koper and Divača and the upgrading
of the line Divača to Ljubljana allowing for an increased
capacity from 72 to 129 trains per day. The railway line
allows for mixed traffic: both passenger trains as well
as freight trains. The project is considered to be the
most important task in the field of modernisation of
the public railway infrastructure, in the National
Programme of the Slovenian Railway infrastructure
development ans is identified as Priority Project No. 6
as part of the TEN-T projects of European interest.

Koper-Ljubljana Railway Project:
Experiences with an IPAT assessment
On the 19th of October a second ex-ante IPAT pilot assessment was carried out
on the railway project Koper-Ljubljana in Slovenia to evaluate and improve the
Infrastructure Project Assessment Tool that is being developed by NETLIPSE
with funding from the European Commission (TEN-T Agency).

The Koper-Ljubljana railway project consists of two parts:

1• New line Divača – Koper
- Lenth: 27 km

- 8 tunnels

- 2 viaducts

- a 17 promille incline

- maximum speed 160 km/h

2• Modernisation existing railway line Divača – Koper
- constructed in 1968

- length: 45 km

- a 24 promille incline

- maximum speed of 70-80 km/h

The project budget is estimated at € 809 million
and the go/no go decision is expected in May 2011.

Operations on the line should begin in 2019.

Priority Project Nr. 6 in the TEN-T

Marcel Hertogh

NETLIPSE

Programme Director



What is IPAT?
IPAT is the Infrastructure Project Assessment Tool that
can assess, monitor, benchmark and evaluates transport
projects before, during and after implementation in a
complete and uniform manner. IPAT is aimed at Clients
(EU, Central, Regional & Local Government), Funders
(e.g. banks and pension funds), Project Delivery Organ-
isations, plus research institutes. Assessments can be
initiated by the funder, client (sponsor) or the project
delivery organisation. Results are shared with those
who initiated the review and, as necessary, with others
responsible for the project.

The Assessment Report contains the following themes:
1. Key Overall Figures and Statistics (inc finance)
2. Project Facts (scope, outputs, benefits)
3. Stakeholder Network
4. Project History
5. Assessment Results
6. Project Summary & Conclusions

IPAT measures the capability of a project at all stages
of its development and delivery. The results give an
independent assessment of the project organisation,
indentifying strengths but also any weaknesses that
need to be addressed to ensure success. The analysis
focuses on 12 themes:
1. Political context
2. Objectives, Purpose and Business Case
3. Functional Specifications
4. Interfaces
5. Stakeholders
6. Finances
7. Legal procedures
8. Technology
9. Knowledge
10. Organisation and Management
11. Contracting
12. Risks (Threats and Opportunities)

In addition, the IPAT assessments take into account
the project phase per theme and as well as 5 levels of
importance per theme.
The following phases or milestones are identified:
M 1 Initiation of the project
M 2 Funding assembly
M 3 Official approval official planning authority
M 4 Start of execution
M 5 Completion
M 6 Start operation
M 7 5 years after start of operation

Artists impression of the 420m

viadukt Črni Kal (Gabrovica)

The IPAT model

A graphic impression

of the IPAT model
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Within the assessment, results are scored to show the
relative strength of a project against the various activities
that need to be conducted, along with recommendations
for suggested improvements and how these can be imple-

mented. If a project is assessed at each stage of its life,
the performance of the delivery organisation can be
monitored and indeed benchmarked against other similar
bodies.

Assessor’s impression of the assessment
When asked about his experiences during the pilot
assessment of the Koper-Ljubljana project, IPAT Assessor
Frank Wadenpohl, says the following:

What did you think of the assessement process?
For the assessment process we divided the themes over
the assessors according to their specialisms. This worked
well so that every assessor could focus on three to four
themes and take notes, while the other assessors were
asking questions.

We were very pleased that the interviewees were very
open and were willing to answer all our questions. This
helped us very much in scoring the project.

What would you do differently next time?
There was little time between the preparation phase and
the interviews. Next time it could help in the preparation
phase to have the background document completed be-
fore the interviews. With the background document
ready, more in-depth questions can be asked.
The assessment was a very interesting experience and
gives us a great opportunity to make the latest improve-
ments to the IPAT and the Manual. _
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